Opportunities for Greater Depth/Challenge
Use of Anglo Saxon chronicles for discussion on bias and reliability
What evidence is there of Christianity in Anglo Saxon times?
How did Christianity change the lives of the Anglo Saxons?
Look at years off immigration and the effect that this has had.
Autumn 2
TASC wheel/Blooms questions. Opportunities for Mantle of the Expert

Overview

TASC wheel: Science investigations (classify, predict, experiment, test, measure, explain, conclude)

Britain’s settlement by the Anglo Saxons and Scots: Scots invasion from Ireland to north Britain and the Christian conversion.

TASC wheel: Design and sew own tapestry (Explain, illustrate, create, modify, evaluate)
Mantle of the expert: The team of history researchers continue their commission by
the BBC for a series of programmes called ‘The really Interesting History of Britain’.

Eng
Explanation
Newspaper reports (The Anglo Saxon Chronicle)
Instructions (How to play Taefl)

Maths
Coins: value of different coins.
Data handling linked to religious beliefs.
Measures: length, weight , time.
Outcomes and Impact
Computing
Text and multimedia—plan , design and create a presentation about the AngloSaxons for the programme ‘The really interesting history of Britain’

History

Art

Music



Religion and the conversion to
Christianity: Lindisfarne

Art 2.1, 2.2, 2.3

Mu 2.1, 2.2, 2.3



Sketching





Kingdoms: place names, rulers,
differences between settlements.



Painting

Explore pitch, patterns and
the different sounds made
by different instruments.



Bayeux tapestry





Decorative diary entries

Explore how sounds are
made and the effects of
different shaped objects.



Clay pots.





Anglo-Saxon beliefs and customs.
Significant individuals: Bede and St
Aiden.
The end of the Anglo Saxon Period:
The battle of Hastings.

Science

Geography
Locational knowledge


Locate countries and cities in
the UK, changes over time.

Human and Physical Geography

RE

PSHE & Citizenship

PE



Hinduism: Divali

Rights and Responsibilities

Dance



Types of settlement and land
use
Origins of place names.

Investigations

Rocks and magnets.

Would celebrating Divali
at home and in the community bring a feeling of
belonging to a Hindu
child?
Christianity: Christmas

Design Technology


Bayeux tapestry and other
famous religious tapestries



Generate and develop a design using sketches



Create a piece of sewing to
tell a story of an event.

Visitors/Visits
The history guy.

Language
Anglo-Saxon, culture, religion, map, atlas, globe, England, Wales, Scotland, Northern
Ireland, investigate, hypothesis, test, observe, relationship, explanation, present, tapestry, sew, stitch, colour.

